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TAXI INDUSTRY — BUYBACK SCHEME — REGIONAL OPERATORS 
Grievance 

MS L. METTAM (Vasse) [9.25 am]: I would like to thank the Minister for Transport for taking this grievance. 
I would like to commence by reading a quote by Premier Mark McGowan that appeared in The Weekend West of 
10–11 March 2018 when he was talking about taxi reform — 

“A lot of people don’t have sympathy for them and sometimes they are their own worst enemy, but my 
view is—as the son of someone who ran a small business—that if you entered into a regulated market 
protected by law and it’s being unravelled by people undermining it then the government has 
a responsibility to assist those people who bought the plates.” 

Minister, this week we have seen regional taxidrivers protesting at Parliament. They are frustrated with this 
government for refusing to meet with them and not listening to them. They are calling desperately on the McGowan 
Labor government to hear their concerns. Taxidrivers in regional areas are experiencing significant financial 
hardship as a result of the McGowan government’s on-demand transport reforms, which have opened up their 
small businesses to competition from a once regulated market, involving additional cost burdens to meet new 
levels of equipment and licensing requirements. As I and the Liberal opposition have highlighted in this Parliament 
many times through grievances, parliamentary questions and a disallowance motion in the Legislative Council, 
there has been ongoing concern from the regional taxi industry ever since November 2017, when the government 
first introduced its on-demand transport reforms. It defies belief that in the reforms first proposed by the McGowan 
government regional taxidrivers would have had to foot the bill and pay for an Uber tax or buyback scheme that was 
not even available to them. Thankfully, the government changed its decision on this, but it exposed and highlighted 
the fact that from the outset of this legislation, regional Western Australia has been treated as an afterthought.  
We certainly stand by the position that it is not fair that regional WA should be paying an Uber tax. Regional operators 
need to be supported because they are facing significant financial hardship as a result of these reforms, which 
affect the regions in a unique way. I add that operators in Mandurah pay the tax, but there is no buyback. That is 
why it is so important that we speak to people in the regional industry. In fact, when the government first announced 
the on-demand transport reforms, there had only been minimal consultation with regional operators on the legislation. 
Similarly, there was initially no mention of any financial support or an assistance package for regional operators, 
which demonstrates the government’s lack of understanding of regional business structures and its failure to place 
any importance on regional WA. 
In towns across the regions, taxis provide a vital service that cannot be underestimated. They provide transport 
options for the community, particularly for the elderly and disabled, when other public transport options are simply 
not available. They are expected to be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, providing a transport service 
outside of peak periods. Although I acknowledge that there is a difference between the industry in the regions and 
metropolitan Perth, this reform, similarly, has had an impact on the value of their plates, given the investment, the 
competition from rideshare or other operators, and the red tape that these new reforms have created. The importance 
of regional taxis is illustrated by the fact that their plates are allocated. We have already seen the devastating closures 
of taxi services in the areas of Katanning and Denmark, leaving those regional communities without this vital 
service, with many other services flagging that they are at risk of closure. 
Although I acknowledge that this is a complex issue, that regional taxi operators each have unique and individual 
circumstances and that some taxi plate licences were issued through an expression of interest—as were some in the 
city—the majority have traded for decades in a similar manner to the metropolitan taxi plate licence holders, evidenced 
by the fact that stamp duty has been paid to the government for such transactions. It is unfair and mean-spirited of the 
government to offer regional taxi licence holders $10 000 for each country taxi licence, when their metropolitan 
counterparts are receiving between $100 000 and $250 000. All regional taxi operators are asking for is to be treated 
fairly, for their financial hardship to be acknowledged and to be heard by government. Minister, repeated requests have 
been made for a meeting with regional taxi operators, which have been ignored. This week we saw regional taxidrivers 
from across the state, including from Busselton in my electorate, protesting at Parliament. These regional taxi operators 
are disheartened and frustrated because staff from the minister’s department have given them conflicting advice, 
showing that they do not understand the regulations. They are frustrated because they continue to write to both the 
minister and the Premier to refute the numerous claims and assertions made in correspondence from the government 
and the minister’s department, but they are not being listened to. They are frustrated because, after repeated requests 
for a meeting with the minister and strike action in their local towns earlier this year, they have not been heard. 
It is concerning that the McGowan government has turned its back on the people of regional Western Australia by 
ignoring this important sector. It is only now, after a strike at Parliament on Tuesday to raise the awareness of this 
matter, that the minister’s staff have finally agreed to give the time of day to 20 of our regional taxi operators. This 
is certainly a positive step in the right direction but not all regional operators have been offered meetings. I call on 
the McGowan government to treat regional operators fairly, engage in a proper consultation process and listen to 
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their concerns to ensure they are fairly supported throughout this difficult transition. Thank you, again, for listening 
to this grievance. 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.31 am]: I thank the member for Vasse for the 
grievance and I acknowledge those operators in the gallery today. Taxi reform has always been a difficult challenge. 
I have never said that it would be easy. Change is a very difficult issue. I know that many of the operators in 
regional towns in particular have been operating excellent services for many years. The reality is that it has been 
difficult because of the different circumstances. Within the metropolitan area, there was a lot of debate and 
different views were expressed on the buyback amount for different owners and what would be fair, and we saw 
that discussion play out. During the reform process, we tried to understand the existing legislation and what had 
been offered by the previous government. When the previous government offered hardship assistance, it offered it 
to only the private-plate owners, so we used that model in determining how we would proceed forward, noting that 
different legislation governed how plates were administered in metropolitan and regional Western Australia. It has 
been difficult to get a common voice across regional WA. In early discussions about compensation and the levy, 
the clear view was that regional WA did not want to be part of the levy process. We heard that loud and clear and 
that is why the levy was not applied to regional WA. The member mentioned Mandurah. A special assistance package 
was put forward for Mandurah operators because they would be subject to a levy even though they are part of 
regional WA. This is a difficult process. 

As I said, we have announced that we will be having direct discussions with many of the operators because the 
reality is that talking to them en bloc about their individual circumstances has not been useful. Many of them may 
not want to explain their individual circumstances in front of others. My staff and the department will be sitting 
down with individual operators over the next week. We will meet with each of them to hear about their personal 
circumstances, because it differs between areas and owners. 

I always want to work to support small business. This is the toughest reform I will ever have to undertake. I would 
like to refute some claims made by the member about there being no meetings and having disregard and all that. 
The member would have to acknowledge that we have tried to engage with operators and my office has held 
a series of meetings. I want to put on record—I do not think that this is related to the country area—that the name 
of one of my staff has been plastered around Facebook a lot by some of these taxi groups, and personal phone 
numbers have also been put out there. That sort of stuff is just disgraceful. They are doing their job, so those 
personal attacks on staff members are not on. With regard to me, that is part of the job—politicians are personally 
attacked—but it is not good when it happens to staff members. 

We have put forward a number of different initiatives over the past months including a $3.4 million assistance 
package, which provides $10 000 a licence. We have waived a series of fees, and the member made some comment 
about all the new fees. We have also provided an assistance package. We have waived fees for basically three years 
on all the different costs and we have provided subsidies for cameras, which was one of the new requirements. 
The figures show that a large majority of the existing taxi plate licences have rolled over and there is still a really 
good level of service across the state. The member mentioned Denmark. The team has been working with the 
Denmark Community Resource Centre and the Denmark Over 50’s Association and announced a community 
bus trial to start at the end of September. The Katanning issue the member mentioned involved another set of 
circumstances, just like there were exits from the industry before the reform due to certain circumstances. 

We will undertake that range of meetings. As I said, I would like the personal abuse of my staff to stop, but overall 
we will continue to work with industry to see what we can do whilst understanding that it is very difficult to unpick 
some of the history behind the different arrangements in regional WA. It was hard to do this for the metropolitan 
area, but regional WA involves another set of arrangements that have been put in place over time. Due to the 
involvement of many different people and with WA being so big, it has been hard to get a uniform voice on this issue 
from regional WA, but we will have a series of meetings with individuals and we will see where we go from there. 
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